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DAVID RICCA BECOMES ADVISOR FOR CONQUER APP
Every Team Needs Their X’s and O’s

Bergen County, NJ, 2022 August 8. — If you believe soccer is just a game of flailing bodies focused on kicking a ball
into a net, David Ricca will be first in line to tell you otherwise. David carves a special role for soccer in his life. He’s
been a player, scout, coach, professional soccer club liaison, and served on the 2010 FIFA World Cup media team in
South Africa. David sees soccer as an outlet for fostering mental health, a tool to bring individuals together
regardless of background, and a damn good time! He sees artistic movements, not flailing bodies; communities
growing and understanding each other, never merely two separate teams.
David Ricca grew up playing pickup soccer in the streets, on basketball courts, and in
parking lots. Friend and family get-togethers often break into competitive pickup games.
Ricca sees Conquer as a tool to provide individuals the ability to play anywhere, build
friendships, and bring people together from all walks of life through sports.
Commenting on Conquer’s team David noted, “From the time I met the Founders, I was
impressed by the team’s young atmosphere, vision, and enthusiasm.” When asked why
he is so excited to start helping the Company expand in the soccer sphere, David shared
“my goal in life is to be surrounded by smart, passionate individuals. This team gives me
the energy to keep working toward my goals.”

Ricca is the Founder of Just Live Soccer, a movement supporting people using soccer to
David Ricca, Sports Training Center (STC)
Paterson, NJ
deal with life’s obstacles and challenges. He leads New Jersey Youth Soccer’s Grassroots
Initiative and manages its US Soccer Innovate to Grow Fund. David is also an ambassador
for both Soccer Resilience and the Forgotten Dogs Foundation. As a 9/11 survivor, he’s highly involved with the
9/11 Survivors Network and is also on the Advisory Council for GAIT Therapeutic Riding Center.
Conquer will heavily rely upon David’s expertise, connections, and vibrantly welcoming nature as it looks to expand
upon its growing sports community. David Ricca is an important name in the soccer world and will often be the
difference maker in liaising with facility owners, clubs, and professional coaches. The team is already feeling his
impact.
#####
Conquer is a technology company that connects athletes to play sports. Its platform serves as a sports marketplace
allowing players, venues, clubs, and towns to post one-off sporting events for others to join. Conquer’s mission is
to make sports accessible to everyone regardless of work schedule, network, or wealth.
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